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microcirculation pathophysiology in chronic obstructive
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##N##-NH##, myocardial imaging, 38 cases, 782*
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pancreas imaging, 134 cases, 51
peripheral joint imaging in children, ##Tc##O## and ##Tc-DTPA##,
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pulmonary ventilation and perfusion, 70 children, 419*
radioimmunoassay, carcino embryonic antigen, 250 cases,
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radioimmunoassay, cytoketoprotein, 100 cases, 783*; 300
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regional lung ventilation, ##Xe##, computer-camera, 103
cases, 466*
renography, computer-assisted, 109 cases, 235
respiration in liver imaging, 50 cases, 424*; 50 cases, 437*
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serum free thyroxine, 118 cases, 780*
serum thyroxine as screening test, 1600 cases, 416*
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##S## bone scans, metastatic breast disease, 164 cases,
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##Tc##O## and ##I## for thyroid scan, 67 cases, 446*
##Tc##O## bolus injection, brain, 120 cases, 434*
##Tc##O## brain scan, 5000 cases, 451*
##Tc##O## brain scan, autopsy confirmation, 84 cases, 373
##Tc##O## cerebral transit, 96 cases, 455*
##Tc##O## thyroid uptake, scintillation camera, 165 cases,
436*
##Tc##-S colloid bone marrow imaging, 150 cases, 456*
thrombosis imaging, ##Tc##-S colloid-MAA, 73 cases, 476*
thyroid, autonomous nodules, diagnostic index, 100
cases, 733
thyroid imaging, ##I## and ##Tc##O##, 87 cases, 411*
thyroid, simultaneous thermic and ##Tc##O## scans, 78
cases, 411*
total-body neutron activation analysis, bone mass, 37
cases, 421*
T##s## serum uptake, albumin microspheres, 241 cases, 893
ultrasound and imaging, thyroid nodule, 102 cases, 504
##Xe## regional lung function, 201 cases, 450*

Cobalt-57
calibrator, quality control, 285
marker, kidney localization, 544
source, transmission imaging, head, mediastinum, 874*
-vitamin B, placenta uptake, in rabbits, 451*

Collimator
collimating, index of resolution, 115
collimator, resolution, energy dependence, 19
Fresnel zone plate, 382, 464*, 612
Fresnel zone plates, x-ray film cassettes, 781*
low energy, scintillation camera, 471*
magnifying, scintillation camera, 574
multichannel magnifying, scintillation camera, 414*
parallel-hole, scintillation camera, design, 467*, optimization, 411*
pinhole, camera distortion, 778
pinhole, camera, field definition, "F", 338
pinhole, camera, filter correction for non-uniformity, 859
pinhole, camera, imaging Rhesus monkeys, 874*
reducing extrathyroidal neck activity, 693
scintillation camera, MTF, ""Tc, ""Xe, 481*

Computer
analysis of digital dynamic ""TcO, cerebral circulation, 658
-camera-multichannel analyzer system, regional cerebral blood flow, 534
-camera system, central circulation, ""Tc-albumin, 477*
-camera system, heart dynamics, 585
-camera system, intrarenal dynamic processes, 473*
-camera system, left ventricular ejection fraction, 459*, 649
-camera system, liver tumor detection, "Ga-citrate, 667
-camera system, lung ventilation and perfusion, ""Xe, ""Tc-HSA microspheres, 933
-camera system, quantitative liver image analysis, 869*
-camera system, quantitative ""TcO, angiography, 813
-camera system, regional cerebral blood flow, ""Xe, 916
-camera system, regional lung ventilation, 418*, 439*, 450*, 466*
-camera system, right and left heart dynamics, 785*
-camera system, whole-body imaging, 899, 903
design program, parallel-hole collimator, 467*
digital, camera image manipulation, 417*
digital, spatial distortion correction, gamma camera, 307
dynamic camera studies, frequency domain, 440*
functional images of regional ventilation and perfusion, 418*
image enhancement, nonlinear digital techniques, 441*
-interfaced four probe counter, "Au, 433*
-Inter technique model 22, 461*
motion correction, analog compared to digital, 458*
oscilloscope display to match film, 420*
renography, 235
-scanner, dual data-scanning system, 413*
scintillation camera field uniformity evaluation, 525

Cows
see Generators

Cyclotron
"C-acetylene preparation, 699
"CO production, 429*
"F, production, 785*
"Ga production, 25
"I production, 430*, 729
"Pb production, 468*
"Tc production, 781*
"Tc production, 776

Data processing
see also Computer
frequency domain techniques, 440*
functional images, regional ventilation and perfusion, 418*, 456*
limitations, scintillation camera, 417*
lung scanning and ratemeter averaging, effect on lesion detection, 191
low counting-rate scan, 528
motion correction in liver imaging, 437*
-multiwindow spectral analysis, 431*
nonlinear digital techniques, 441*
organ motion correction, 458*
quantitative liver image analysis, 869*
scan smoothing effect on observer performance, 752
spatial distortions, scintillation camera, 307
spatial resolution improvement, scintillation camera, 784*
transverse section scanning, orthogonal tangent correction, 447*

Detector
Ge(Li), coaxial for scintillation camera, 767
Ge(Li) semiconductor, "Ga, "'In, "Se simultaneous measurement, 624
5 in NaI(Tl), figures of merit, 419*

Dextrose
hyperbaric cisternography, 408*

Digital computer
see Computer

Display system
image communication by telephone, 379, 771
oscilloscope, matching to film, 420*
35 mm film, 868*
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DOPA
"C-, enzymatic and nonenzymatic oxidation, 349

Dosimeter
calorimetric, ""Tc to technicians' hands, 627

Dysprosium-157
-gluconate, placenta uptake, in rabbits, 451*

Editor's Letter
nature of publications, 1
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Education
need for a Board of Certification, 398, 857
task description, 870*
technician, technologist, suggested program, 863*

Energy
dependence, resolution of focused collimator, 19, 115
emission, ""TmPt, 790*
gamma, "Se, MIRD pamphlet 9
multiple gamma figures of merit, 419*

Enzymes
alcoholic RBC oxidation of "C-formaldehyde, in vitro, 473*, 677
limitus amebocyte lysate test for endotoxin, 431*
oxidation of "C-DOPA, 349
placenta oxidation "C-leucine, -phenylalanine, -glucose-6-phosphate, 41
synthesis of "N-glutamate, 786*
synthesis of "N-glutamine, 422*

Epinephrine
effect on spleen size, 211, 951

Erythrocyte
see Red blood cell

Excretion
urinary, "I in thyroid carcinoma, 434*

Extremities
arteriovenous shunt flow, ""Tc-albumin microspheres, 357
joint imaging, in children, ""TcO, 367
joint imaging, in children, ""TcO, and ""Tc-DTPA, 466*
joint scanning, in children, "Sr, 468*
temporary circulatory arrest to restrict isotope distribution, 288
thromboembolus detection, "I-streptokinase, in dogs, 451*

Eye
capillary and aqueous humor dynamics, Xe and albumin, 788*
exposure to ""Tc, technician, 864*

Fetus
"C-2-thiouracil distribution, in animals, 148
placenta oxidation, ¹⁴C-leucine, -phenylalanine, -glucose-
6-phosphate, 41
placenta uptake, 11 agents, in rabbits, 451*
Fibrinogen
¹¹⁷In, autologous, rapid preparation, 841
¹³¹I, thrombosis uptake, in dogs, 782
serum, degradation products, correlation with lung scan,
444*
Film
camera images, Polaroid 107 and Eastman 2495 char-
acteristics, 475*
matching computer oscilloscope display, 420*
Polaroid, scan reproduction, 289
36 mm, record keeping system, 868*
x-ray cassettes, Fresnel zone plate imaging, 781*
Filter
image enhancement, nonlinear techniques, 441*
movable plate, scintillation camera spatial resolution,
784*
nonuniformity correction in scintillation camera pinhole
collimator, 859
sterilization, checking, 285
Fluorine-18
anhydrous, cyclotron production, 785*
bone assessment, sickle cell disease, 425*
bone, compared to °°Sr and °°Tc-polyphosphate, in
animals, 462*
bone imaging, MGH positron camera, in animals, 417*
bone imaging, whole-body, camera, pinhole collimator,
862*
-F, CF₅OF-, IF₃, intermediates, production, 785*
fluotryptophans, preparation, distribution in animals,
713
- 5-fluorouracil production, 785*
kidney accumulation during bone scan, 744
"overdose" procedures, 866*
scintillation camera, field distortion, 338
whole-body imaging, scintillation camera, 909
Fourier transform
frequency domain and techniques, dynamic studies, 440*
nomenclature, 704
Fresnel zone plate
image intensifier camera, 382, 464*, 612
imaging with x-ray film cassettes, 781*
scintillation camera, 382
Gallbladder
biliary excretion of °°Tc-MAA, 260
imaging, °°Tc-penicillamine, 447*, 652
quantitative function test, in dogs, 428*
Gallium-67
-chloride, carotid body tumor, 640
-citrate, distribution in humans, 92
-citrate, intracranial tumor detection, 439*
citrate, °°In, °°Se, simultaneous measurement in tumors,
in mice, 624
citrate, -lactate, -chloride, -Fe-DTPA chelate, kinetics,
in mice, 443*
citrate, liver disease, differential diagnosis, 450*
citrate, liver tumor detection, computer-camera system,
667
citrate, malignant lymphoma scanning, 474*
citrate, tumor scanning, 25, 196
citrate, tumor scanning, microradioangiography corre-
lation, 452*
citrate, whole-body imaging in Rhesus monkeys, 874*
cyclotron production, 25
multiple gamma figures of merit, 419*
"normal" scan, 428*
uptake in lymphoma and leukemia, 448*
whole-body imaging, scintillation camera, 899
Gastric fluid
-aerosol, lung distribution, MGH positron camera, 417*
Gastrointestinal tract
biliary excretion of °°Tc-MAA, 260
fat malabsorption test, °°C-palmitate, 780*
°°Ga-citrate tumor scans, 196
°°Ga content, 448*
gastric dilatation causing spleen displacement, 223
°°T-rioleine absorption, purity, 353
°°T-rioleine absorption test, 252
post-surgery retained antrum, °°TcO₄, scan, in dogs, 421*
°°Tc-S colloid, outline of abdominal mass, 219
Generator
°°Mo-°°Tc, eluate impurities, 388, 570
Glomerular filtration rate
kidney transplant, °°Yb-Fe-DTPA, 793
substitution of °°Cr-EDTA biological half-life, 339
°°Tc-DTPA evaluation, 107
Glutamine
°°N, enzymatic synthesis, 422*, 786*
Gold-198
adverse reactions, 232
dynamic study, computer-interfaced four probe counter,
433*
lymph drainage from mammary gland, 799
"overdose" procedures, 866*
pancreas imaging, subtraction technique, 469*
placenta uptake, in rabbits, 451*
radiation damage to chromosomes, in rats, 479*
Half-life
biologic, °°I-MAA in chronic respiratory disease, 475*
biologic, °°Se-selenomethionine, MIRD pamphlet 9
clearance, °°F, °°Sr and °°Tc-polyphosphate, in animals,
462*
°°Pt, 790
Hand
see Extremities
Heart
amebic pericarditis, 217
cardiac output measurement, well counter adaptation,
707
°°C-hydantoins, distribution, in dogs, 479*
disease, left lung hypoventilation, 470*
dynamic studies, computer-camera system, °°TcO₄, 785*
°°K scans, 432*
left-to-right shunt quantification, °°TcO₄, in children,
787*
myocardial function, °°Cs uptake, 417*
myocardial imaging, °°N-NH₃, 278, 782*
myocardial infarction imaging, °°Cs, in dogs, 478*
myocardial scanning, °°Cs, 460*
myocardial turnover of °°K and °°Cs, in animals, 557
°°N-NH₃ distribution, in dogs, 274
°°N-NH₃ uptake, MGH positron camera, 417*
potent formamid ovale, °°Tc-HSA microspheres lung
scan, 177
pericardial effusion, °°TcO₄, simultaneous transmission-
emission scanning, 347
pericardial tumor compared with pericardial effusion, 697
°°TI production for myocardial scanning, 781*
transmission-emission imaging, 874*
valvular disease, imaging, pulmonary hypertension, 604
Heart, blood flow
angiography, congenital disease, °°TcO₄, 31
aortocoronary vein bypass graft evaluation, °°Tc-HSA,
445*
bolus injection techniques, °°Tc-S colloid, 457*
cardiac shunt measurement, in children, 431*
central circulation evaluation, °°Tc-HSA, 477*
coronary arteriography, °°TcO₄, °°Tc-HSA, °°KCl, 435*
dynamic studies, °°Tc-HSA, camera-computer, 585
left atrial myxoma diagnosis, °°Tc-HSA, camera, 81
left-to-right cardiac shunts, camera, °°TcO₄, 142
left ventricular ejection fraction, °°Tc-HSA, 459*, 649
myocardial. °°Xe, multichannel magnifying collimator,
414*
quantitative \[^{99m}\text{Tc}\]-HSA angiocardiography, 813
superior vena cava aneurysm, \[^{99m}\text{TcO}_4^-\], camera, 227

**Hepatic function**
see Liver

**Hippuran**
see Iodine-131, Hippuran

**Holography**
Fresnel zone plate, image intensifier camera, 382, 464*, 612

**Hormones**
\[^{125}\text{I}\] human chorionic gonadotrophin uptake by ovarian carcinoma, in animals, 101
radioimmunoassay applicability, 872*
thyroid stimulating, autonomous thyroid nodules, 733
thyroid stimulating, effect of I ingestion on response to stimulation, 826

**Human serum albumin**
see Iodine-125, albumin; Iodine-131, albumin; Technetium-99m, albumin

**Hydrogen-3**
-cis-dichlorodiammine platinum, in animals, 790*
-mannitol and -water, in serum, scalp and brain, in animals, 458*, 681

**Hydroxyapatite**
in vitro skeletal model, 472*

**Imaging**
see Camera, image intensifier; Camera, positron; Camera, scintillation; specific organs

**Immunology**
\[^{99m}\text{Tc}\] colloid uptake and \[^{65}\text{Zn}\] blood levels, in animals, 435*

**Indium-111**
and \[^{59}\text{Fe}\]-transferrin, uptake by RBC, 786*
-chelate, cisternography, relative radiation dose, 468*
-DTPA, kinetics in cisternography, 442*
-fibrinogen, thrombotic uptake, in dogs, 782
\[^{67}\text{Ga}, \[^{111}\text{In}\] simultaneous measurement in tumors, in mice, 624
liver disease, differential diagnosis, 451*
production, Brookhaven Linac Isotope Producer, 449*
-transferrin, tumor imaging, 429*

**Indium-111m**
-transferrin, cisternography, 401

**Indium-113m**
aggregates, adverse reactions, 232
-colloid, adverse reactions, 232
-DTPA, adverse reactions, 232
-DTPA, kinetics, brain tumor and kidney, in mice, 205
dual radionuclide scanning, with \[^{99m}\text{Tc}\], 431*
-Fe-DTPA, kidney transplant evaluation, 793
liver perfusion, 480*
placenta uptake, in rabbits, 451*
-stannous hydroxide, lung scan, 409*
transferrin, distribution in serum, scalp and brain, in animals, 458*, 681

**Indium-114m**
placenta uptake, in rabbits, 451*

**Injection**
bolus, double, right and left dynamic heart studies, 785*
bolus, \[^{99m}\text{Tc}\]-HSA, left ventricular ejection fraction, 459*
bolus, \[^{99m}\text{Tc}\]-S-colloid, heart studies, 457*
bolus, technique, 118
ocular micro- capillary and aqueous humor dynamics, Xe and albumin, 788*
percutaneous into spleen, portal circulation evaluation, 689

**Insulin**
\[^{75}\text{I}\] stability, 621

**Iodine**
ingestion, elevated level, 863*
Iodine-123
cyclocton production, 430*, 729
preparation, -diiodosalicylic acid, -HSA, -monoido and -diido-L-tyrosine, 266
production, Brookhaven Linac Isotope Producer, 449*
thyroid imaging, compared to \[^{99m}\text{TcO}_4^-\], 411*

**Iodine-123**
-acth, radioimmunoassay, 438*
-albumin, standard for placenta uptake, in rabbits, 451*
angiotensin I, radioimmunoassay for plasma renin activity, 804
-C-reactive protein, radioimmunoassay, 418*
-o-fetoprotein, radioimmunoassay, 783*
fibrinogen, autologous, rapid preparation, 841
hepatitis associated antigen antibody, radioimmunoassay, 454*
-hepatitis associated antigen, electrosmophoretic radioimmunoassay, 425*, 599
-human chorionic gonadotrophin uptake, ovarian carcinoma, in animals, 101
-inulin, stability, 621
-iodopropamide, beta cell carcinoma of pancreas, in hamsters, 215
-Na-Ithalamate, GFR, 107
source, photon absorptiometry, bone turnover, in dogs, 593
-thymidine analog, effect on liver cell culture survival, 789*
thyroid, pre-surgery label, with \[^{131}\text{I}\], autonomous nodules, 738
-thyroxine, binding, single load resin method, 2
-thyroxine, effective thyroxine ratio, 165, 410*
-thyroxine, serum free thyroxine measurement, 780*
toluidine blue, distribution, in rat, 85
-transmission scanning, irregular bones, 13
-Ts serum uptake, albumin microspheres, 893

**Iodine-131**
\[^{127}\text{I}\] Ba calibrator, quality control, 285
-dichloro-dichloroethane, suprarenal imaging, 282
iodide, adverse reactions, 232
iodide, -HSA, -MAA, hippuran, "overdose" procedures, 866*
-19-iodocholesterol, adrenal imaging, 409*, 410*
PBI conversion, thyroid carcinoma, 434*
-placenta uptake, in rabbits, 451*
post-thyroid cancer therapy scanning follow-up, 925
-rose bengal-HSA microspheres, RES, preparation, distribution, in dogs, 470*
-rose bengal, orthotopic hepatic homotransplant evaluation, 415*
-stannous hydroxide, lung scan, 409*
streptokinase, thromboemboli detection, in dogs, 451*
thyroid carcinoma lung metastases scan, 850
thyroid, dual label with \[^{131}\text{I}\], pre-surgery autonomous nodules, 738
thyroid scan, compared to \[^{99m}\text{TcO}_4^-\], 446*
thyroid scan, simultaneous thermic scan, 411*
thyroid therapy, cancer, long term followup, 445*
thyroid uptake and bread ingestion, 233
thyroid, autonomous nodules, 733
thyroid uptake, collimator for reducing extrathyroidal neck activity, 693
thyroid uptake, effect of I ingestion on TSH stimulation response, 826
thyroid uptake, normal, 548
thyroid uptake, scan, therapy, Graves's disease with functioning nodules, 885
-triiodothyronine absorption, purity, 353
-triiodothyronine absorption test, 252
-triiodothyronine, lipid, hepatic function studies, 300
uptake by non-lactating breast, 777
urinary excretion in thyroid carcinoma, 434*
-urokinase, blood clot uptake, in animals, 646
whole-body scan, colon content, 181

**Iodine-131, albumin**
adverse reactions, 232
cisternography, 73
cisternography, neurogenic bladder complication, 763
cisternography, stereo, 289
cisternography in cerebrovascular occlusive disease, 493
communicating hydrocephalus, experimental, in dogs, 784*
CSF dynamics, normal pressure hydrocephalus, 873*
CSF flow studies, febrile response, 655
liver accumulation in sensitized dogs, 442*
-MAA, adverse reactions, 232
-MAA, biologic half-time in chronic respiratory disease, 475*
-MAA, caval blood distribution to lungs, 616
-MAA, lung imaging, bronchial obstruction, 561
-MAA, lung imaging, optimum counting time, 881
-MAA, lung imaging, pulmonary hypertension, 604
-MAA, lung scan and serum fibrinogen degradation products, correlation, 444*
-MAA, lung scan combined with transmission scan, 861*
-MAA, lung ventilation, perfusion, multiple views, 871*
-MAA, placenta uptake, in rabbits, 451*
-MAA, portal circulation evaluation, 689
whole-body imaging, scintillation camera, 899

Iodine-131, hippurate
adverse reactions, 232
clearance, compared to **tTc-DTPA, GFR, 107
compared to **tTc-penicillamine acetazolamide complex for kidney studies, 723
partial renal infarct simulating tumor, 125
renography, computer-assisted, 235
renography, transplant evaluation, 793, 864*
urinary flow, intrarenal, 472*

Ion exchange resin
T; binding, single load, 2

Iron-52
production, Brookhaven Linac Isotope Producer, 449*

Iron-59
and **In-transferrin, uptake by RBC, 786*
citrate, placenta uptake, in rabbits, 451*
"overdose" procedures, 866
-RBC, handling by abnormal spleen, in rats, 420*
-stannous hydroxide, lung scan, 409*

Joints
peripheral; see Extremities
sacro-iliaic, **Sr imaging, anklyosing spondylitis, 467*

Kidney
absorbed dose calculation, 856
amniotic fluid, 217
biliary excretion **Tc-MAA, 260
cell culture, effects of **I-thymidine analog, 789*
"C-hydantoin, distribution, in dogs, 479*
differential diagnosis of disease, "Ga, **In, **tTc-S colloid, 450*
dynamic studies, **TcO₄, and **Tc-DTPA, 437*
focal defect characterization, **Se-selenomethionine and **Tc colloid, 440*
"Ga-citrate scans, 196
"Ga uptake in lymphoma, 448*
hepatoma, electrooosmophoretic radioimmunoassay for fetal alpha globulin, 644
HSA liver accumulation in sensitized dogs, 442*
imaging, effect of patient position, 873*
imaging, in Rhesus monkeys, 874*
imaging, motion correction, 458*
imaging, motion correction, gating mechanism, 939
imaging, respiratory motion, **Tc-S colloid, 758
imaging, **Tc-S colloid, and perfusion, **In, 480*
imaging, **Tc-S colloid, clinical evaluation, 909
imaging, **Tc-S colloid, respiration effect, 424*
imaging, inspiration-expiration imaging, **Tc-S colloid, 554
**I-rose bengal-HSA microspheres, preparation, distribution, in dogs, 470*
lesion uptake of **Tc-S colloid, 221, 703
lung image separation, in ascites, 249
mass lesions, abdominal, **Tc-S colloid, 219
mass lesions, comparison of scan, angiography and peritoneoscopy, 457*
**NH₃, in dogs, 274
**NH₄ uptake in myocardial imaging, 278
orthotopic homotransplantation, 415*
phagocytic, metabolic and blood flow evaluation, **I-lipid, 300
phantom, low counting-rate data smoothing, 528
portal circulation evaluation, 689
quantitative image analysis, 869*
radioimmunoassay of a-fetoprotein, 783*

Subject Index
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scan, false-positive due to lung abscess, 945
sequential imaging, \[^{99mTc}\text{-Sn-MAA}\], 475*, 522
\[^{99mTc}\text{-selenomethionine}\] uptake by hepatoma, 565
-spleen imaging, \[^{99mTc}\text{-Tc colloid}\], in trauma, 438*
spleen scan, Hodgkin's disease, 453*
spleen scan, lateral views, 720
\[^{99mTc}\text{-Tc- and }^{111mTc}\text{-albumin, colloids and microaggregates, catabolic pathways}\], 313
\[^{99mTc}\text{-albumin microspheres, preparation, distribution}\], 498
\[^{99mTc}\text{-HSA microaggregates, aseptic electrolytic preparation}\], 172
\[^{99mTc}\text{-penicillamine uptake in gallbladder imaging}\], 447*
\[^{99mTc}\text{-S colloid image “hot spot” due to vena caval obstruction}\], 847
\[^{99mTc}\text{-S colloid imaging, pancreas studies}\], 51
\[^{99mTc}\text{-S colloid, phosphate buffer flocculation}\], 386
\[^{99mTc}\text{-S colloid preparation}\], 866*
\[^{99mTc}\text{-S colloid transportation through hepatic artery and portal vein}\], 391*
\[^{99mTc}\text{-S colloid uptake during immunization}\], in animals, 435*
\[^{99mTc}\text{-Sn(II) colloid, preparation, properties}\], 58
tomography, \[^{99mTc}\text{-Tc colloid}\], 869*
tumor detection, \[^{99mTc}\text{-citrate, computer-camera system}\], 667

Lungs
absciss, causing false-positive liver scan, 945
absorbed dose calculation, 856
aerosol inhalation scanning, modification, 870*
carcinoma, metastatic to bone, Sr scans, 465*
cardiac shunt, left-to-right, detection, camera, \[^{99mTc}\text{O}_{4}^{-}\], 142
cardiac shunt measurement, cyanotic children, 431*
cavali blood distribution, 616
\[^{99mTc}\text{-MAA biologic half-time in chronic disease}\], 475*
imaging, emergency, efficacy, 436*
imaging, \[^{99mTc}\text{-MAA, optimum counting time}\], 881*
imaging, \[^{99mTc}\text{-MAA, serum fibrinogen degradation products correlation}\], 444*
imaging, motion correction, 458*
imaging, motion correction, gating mechanism, 939
imaging, \[^{99mTc}\text{CO}_{3}^{-}, \text{CO}, \text{Os}\], positron camera, 417*
imaging, pulmonary hypertension, 604
inhalation scanning, \[^{99mTc}\text{-HSA, S-colloid, aerosols}\], 872*
left, hypoventilation in heart disease, 470*
left-to-right shunt quantification, \[^{99mTc}\text{O}_{4}^{-}\], in children, 787*
liver image separation, ascites, 249
metastases, thyroid carcinoma, \[^{198Tc}\text{-scan}\], 850
microcirculation pathophysiology in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 462*
portai circulation evaluation, 689
regional function, \[^{99mTc}\text{Xe} , 450*, 466*
regional function in cystic fibrosis, \[^{99mTc}\text{Xe} , 439*
regional ventilation and perfusion, functional images, 418*, 456*
regional ventilation, \[^{99mTc}\text{-N-N, positron camera}\], 433*
scan, \[^{99mTc}\text{-citrate for tumor}\], 196
scan, inhalation, 343, 344
scan, multilabeled stannous hydroxide, 409*
scan, normal variants, 476*
scan, Sr, pulmonary ossification, 174
scan, \[^{99mTc}\text{-HSA microspheres, patent formamen ovale}\], 177
\[^{99mSr}\text{ bone scan in hypertrophic pulmonary osteoarthropathy}\], 120, 775
Sr uptake, 858
\[^{99mTc}\text{-HSA, central circulation evaluation}\], 477*
\[^{99mTc}\text{-HSA microaggregates, aseptic electrolytic preparation}\], 172
\[^{99mTc}\text{labeled pollen grains, effects of inhalation and ingestion}\], 478*
\[^{99mTc}\text{-MAA “kit” evaluation}\], 790*
\[^{99mTc}\text{-Sn-MAA, preparation, distribution in rats}\], 928
thromboembolus detection, \[^{99mTc}\text{-streptokinase}\], in dogs, 451*
transmission-emission scanning, \[^{153Am}\], \[^{18F}\text{-MAA}\], 861*
ventilation, activated charcoal trap for exhaled \[^{133Xe}\], 673
ventilation, \[^{99mTc}\text{-aerosol, positron camera}\], 417*
ventilation, perfusion, azigos fissure, 633
ventilation, perfusion, bronchial obstruction, 561
ventilation, perfusion, pediatrics, 419*
ventilation, perfusion, \[^{133Xe}\], in cystic fibrosis, 473*
ventilation, perfusion, \[^{99mTc}\text{-Xe}\], in infants, 873*
ventilation, perfusion, \[^{99mTc}\text{-Xe, multiple views}\], and \[^{99mTc}\text{-MAA}\], 871*
ventilation, perfusion, \[^{133Xe}\], \[^{99mTc}\text{-HSA microspheres}\], 933
Y ventilation, \[^{133Xe}\], 343, 344

Lymph nodes
drainage from mammary gland, \[^{111mTc}\text{-distribution in lymphoma and leukemia}\], 448*
malignant lymphoma, \[^{99mTc}\text{-citrate scans}\], 474*
\[^{99mTc}\text{-S colloid imaging}\], 185

Magnesium
content, biological samples, neutron activation analysis, 293

Mammillary gland
\[^{99mTc}\text{-citrate tumor scans}\], 196
\[^{131I}\text{I uptake in non-lactating breast}\], 777
lymphatic drainage, \[^{111mTc}\text{-Au}\], 799

Manganese
cost, biological samples, neutron activation analysis, 293
Mannitol
\[^{99mTc}\text{-Tc, kidney agent, preparation, distribution, in rabbits}\], 786*

Maxillary sinus
\[^{99mTc}\text{-Citrate scans}\], 196

Mercury-197
-chloromerdrin, brain imaging, corpus callosum involvement, 510
-chloromerdrin, compared to \[^{99mTc}\text{-penicillamine acetazolamide complex for kidney}\], 727
-chloromerdrin, kidney transplant evaluation, 793
“overdose” procedures, 866*

Mercury-203
-chloromerdrin, adverse reactions, 232
-mersalyl, kidney transplant evaluation, 793
“overdose” procedures, 866*
-stannous hydroxide, lung scan, 409*

Microspheres
albumin, \[^{99mTc}\text{-Tc}\], arteriovenous shunt, extremities, 357
albumin, \[^{99mTc}\text{-Tc}\], functional imaging, lung perfusion, 456*
albumin, \[^{99mTc}\text{-Tc}\], lung imaging, low-energy collimator, 471*
albumin, \[^{99mTc}\text{-Tc}\], lung scan, patent formamen ovale, 177
albumin, \[^{99mTc}\text{-Tc}\], lung ventilation and perfusion, computer-camera system, 933
albumin, \[^{99mTc}\text{-Tc}\], myocardial scanning, 460*
albumin, \[^{99mTc}\text{-Tc}\], preparation, distribution, 498
albumin, T, serum uptake test, 893
\[^{111mTc}\text{-}, \[^{111mTc}\text{-}, \[^{89mSr}\], glomerular blood flow distribution, in rats, 454*
\[^{99mTc}\text{-Rose bengal-HSA, RES, preparation, distribution}\], in dogs, 470*

MIRD
absorbed dose calculation, 856
pamphlet 9, radiation dose, \[^{99mTc}\text{-selenomethionine}\]

Modulation transfer function
focusing collimator, energy dependence, 19, 115
multiple gamma figures of merit, 419*
parallell-hole collimator, computer program, 467*
\[^{99mTc}\text{ and }^{111mTc}\text{Xe, three camera collimators}\], 481*
Radiation therapy
effect on bone lesions, 4Ca and 8Sr kinetics, 747

Radiocardiogram

see Heart

Radioimmunoassay
ACTH, 438*
carcino embryonic antigen, 788*
C-reactive protein, 418*
description, applicability, 872*
electroosmophoretic, fetal alpha globulin from hepatoma, 644
α-fetoprotein, 141*, 783*
hepatitis associated antigen, 454*
hepatitis-associated antigen, electroosmophoretic, 425*, 599
inulin, 145*-inulin stability, 621
plasma renin activity, 804

Radioisotopes

"overdose" procedures, 866*

Record keeping
data retrieval system, 572
35 mm film system, 868*
scan reproduction, 289

Red blood cells
alcoholic, 14C-formaldehyde oxidation, in vitro, 473*, 677
14Cr- and 144Tc-, agglutination in macroglobulinaemia, 397
14Cr-, labeling and centrifugation, syringe technique, 163
14Cr-, labeling, effect of corticosteroid therapy, 872*
14Cr-, rate of loss from spleen, 686
14Cr-, radio-positive, antibody evaluation, 446*
14Cr-, spleen capacity test, 430*
production in anemia, non-steady state, 111
15Se- and 15Fe-, handling by abnormal spleen, in rats, 420*
survival, standardization, 573
144Tc- and 144Cr-, red cell volume, 443*
144Tc-, comparison of agents from four preparation procedures, 809
144Tc-, preparation, 399, 400
144Tc-, red cell volume, 760
uptake of 144In- and 144Fe-transferrin, 786*

Renal, renography

see Kidney

Resolution
focused collimator, energy dependence, 19
improvement, nonlinear digital techniques, 441*
index of, focusing collimator, 115
optimization of parallel-hole collimators, scintillation camera, 411*
scintillation camera, threshold preamplifiers, 169
spatial, camera, electronic signal processing and movable filter plate, 784*
whole-body imaging, scintillation camera, 903

Reticuloendothelial system

see specific organs

Rhenium
-heptasulfide, in 144Tc-S colloid preparation, 287
Rh-factor
antibody evaluation, 14Cr-RBC, Rh positive, 446*

Rubidium-86
content, 14Mo-144Tc generator eluate, 388

Salivary glands
Ga-citrate scans, 196

Scanner
-computer dual data-scanning system, 413*
-computer system, Intertechnique model 22, 461*
dot scanning, 573
dual and single detector 144TcO4- thyroid uptakes, 159
dual-crystal, anterior landmark recording, 281

line spacing, ratemeter averaging and lesion detection, 191
low counting-rate data smoothing, 528
minification for rapid, low information density scanning, 231
multiple gamma transition line summing, 419*
phantom, machine evaluation, 865*
transmission, irregular bones, 13
unidirectional scanning, 571

Scanning
dual radionuclide, 144Tc and 111In, 431*
effect of data smoothing on observer performance, 752
emergency procedure efficacy, 436*
information density and ratemeter statistics relationship, 702
lateral view positioning, liver-spleen, 720
thermic, thyroid, simultaneous with 144TcO4-, 411*
transmission, aid to cisternography, 870*
transmission-emission, 141Am, 144I-MAA, lungs, 861*
transverse section, orthogonal tangent correction, 447*
unidirectional, 571, 702

Selenium
normal metabolism, MIRD pamphlet 9

Selenium-75
"Ga, 141In, simultaneous measurement in tumors, in mice, 624
marker for thyroid orientation, 865*
multiple gamma figures of merit, 419*
-NA-selenate-S colloid, pancreas imaging, subtraction technique, 469*
nuclear parameters, MIRD pamphlet 9
-RBC, handling by abnormal spleen, in rats, 420*

Selenium-75, selenomethionine
biological distribution, MIRD pamphlet 9
carotid body tumor, 640
distribution compared to 144F-5- and 6-fluorotryptophan, in animals, 713
effect of diet Ca on uptake, in rats, 85
liver focal defect characterization, 440*
pancreas imaging, 51
pancreas imaging, subtraction technique, 469*
purity, MIRD pamphlet 9
radiation dose to humans, MIRD pamphlet 9
uptake by hepatoma, 565
uptake in post-surgery pancreatic bed, 765
uses for diagnosis, MIRD pamphlet 9

Sensitivity
multiple gamma figures of merit, 419*
plane, focused collimator, energy dependence, 19

Sodium
content, biological samples, neutron activation analysis, 293
total-body, neutron activation analysis, 487

Sodium-24
total-body Na, neutron activation analysis, 487

Spinal cord
144Tc-HSA angiography, 567

Spleen
abscess diagnosis, 144Tc-S colloid, 331
absorbed dose calculations, 856
accessory, rupture, 333
capacity test, 430*
14Cr-RBC, rate of loss, 686
displacement, gastric dilatation, 223
functional asplenia and persistent neutrophilic leukocytosis, 224
infarction, 144Tc-S colloid scan, 563
141I-rose bengal-HSA microspheres, preparation, distribution, in dogs, 470*
-liver imaging, 144Tc-S colloid, in trauma, 438*
-liver scan in Hodgkin's disease, 453*
-liver scan, lateral views, 720
portal circulation evaluation, 689
Se- and 144Fe-RBC handling, in rats, 420*

972
sequestration, comparison of \(^{99m}\text{Tc}-\text{RBC}\) from four preparation procedures, 809

size change in response to epinephrine, 211, 951

\(^{99m}\text{Tc}-\text{S colloid uptake during immunization, in animals, 435}\*

\textbf{Strontium-82}

production, Brookhaven Linac Isotope Producer, 449*

\textbf{Strontium-85}

bone assessment, sickle cell disease, 425*

bone lesion kinetics, effect of radiation therapy, 747

bone localization aid to x-ray therapy, 867*

bone scan in thyroid acropathy, 775

bone scan, metastatic lung carcinoma, 465*

landmark recording, dual-crystal scanning, 281

low counting-rate data smoothing, 528

lung scan in pulmonary ossification, 174

-microspheres, glomerular blood-flow distribution, in rats, 454*

-nitrate, adverse reactions, 232

"overdose" procedures, 866*

-stannous hydroxide, lung scan, 409*

uptake by extracellular tissue, 858

\textbf{Strontium-87m}

bone, compared to \(^{18}\text{F}\) and \(^{99m}\text{Tc-polyphosphate, in animals, 462}\*

bone scan in hypertrophic pulmonary osteoarthropathy, 120, 775

bone scan, metastatic breast disease, 452*

bone scan, metastatic lung carcinoma, 465*

bone scanning for infection, in children, 468*

dosimetry, 705

sacro-ilial joint imaging, 467*

\textbf{Strontium-90}

content, \(^{90}\text{Sr}\) to \(^{99m}\text{Tc generator eluate, 570}\)

\textbf{Sulfur colloid}

see Tcchnetium-99m, sulfur colloid

\textbf{Tantalum-179}

production, Brookhaven Linac Isotope Producer, 449*

\textbf{Technetium-97m}

production, Brookhaven Linac Isotope Producer, 449*

\textbf{Technetium-99}

reduced, chromatography studies, 432*

\textbf{Technetium-99m}

analytical analysis of compounds, 202

-bile salt, quantitative function test, in dogs, 428*

-brain imaging, "doughnut" sign, 630

-caseinid, preparation, kidney imaging, 517

-chemical state, Fe-citrate complex, 340, 341

-Co calibrator, quality control, 285

-colloid, liver, focal defect characterization, 440*

-colloid, quantitative liver image analysis, 869*

-Cs, Rb and Co in generator eluate, 388

cyclotron production, 776

dose to technicians' hands, 627

dual radionuclide scanning, with \(^{111m}\text{In, 431}\*

-exposure of technicians' eyes, 864*

-Fe-ascorbic acid complex compared to \(^{99m}\text{Tc-penicillamine acetazolamide complex for kidney, 727}\)

-Fe-ascorbic acid complex, kidney imaging, 344

-Fe-ascorbic acid-DTPA, -Fe-ascorbic acid and -(Sn) DTPA, renal clearance, brain tumor localization, in mice, 832

-Fe hydroxide, adverse reactions, 232

-Fe-hydroxide macroaggregates, lung perfusion, azgos fissure, 633

Fresnel zone plate imaging with x-ray cassettes, 781*

hyperbaric cisternography, 408*

-inulin, intrarenal urinary flow, 472*

-labeled pollen grains, inhalation and ingestion, 478*

-low energy collimator for camera, 471*

-mannitol for kidney, preparation, distribution, in rabbits, 786*

-marker for thyroid orientation, 865*

-microspheres, \(^{131}\text{I-streptokinase, thromemboli detection, in dogs, 451}\*

-MTF of three camera collimators, 481*

-NA pyrophosphate, bone scanning, 788*

-organic-phosphonate, preparation, distribution in animals, 821

"overdose" procedures, 866*

-penicillamine-acetazolamide complex, kidney, in animals, 45

-penicillamine acetazolamide complex, kidney studies, 723

-penicillamine, preparation, gallbladder imaging, 447*, 652

-RBC, agglutination in microglobulinemia, 397

-RBC, comparison of agent from four preparation procedures, 809

-RBC, portal circulation evaluation, 689

-RBC, preparation, 399, 400

-RBC, red cell volume, 443*, 760

-reduced, chromatography studies, 432*

-scintillation camera window optimizing, 342

-Sn(II) colloid, preparation, properties, 58

-Sn-MAA, preparation, distribution, in rats, 928

-source, transmission scanning aid to cisternography, 870*

-stannous hydroxide, lung scan, 409*

-streptokininase, -leukocytes, thrombosis uptake, in dogs, 782*

-tetracycline, preparation and distribution, in rats, 427*

-transmission imaging, lung-liver, in ascites, 249

-urokinease, blood clot uptake, in animals, 646

\textbf{Technetium-99m, albumin}

-aerosol, inhalation lung scanning, 872*

-aggregates, cardiac shunt measurement, 431*

-aggregation, aseptic electrolytic cell, 172

-analytical chemical analysis, 202

-aortocoronary vein bypass graft evaluation, 445*

-catabolic pathways, colloids and macroaggregates, 313

-central circulation, 477*

-cisternography, 73

-coronary arteriography, 435*

-heart, blood flow, 585

"kit" preparation, 463*

-left atrial myxoma, scintillation camera, 81

-left ventricular ejection fraction, 459*, 649

-limbus amebocyte lysate test for endotoxin, 431*

-liver accumulation in sensitized dogs, 442*

-MMA, adverse reactions, 232

-MMA and -HSA, freeze-dried "kits", 426*

-MMA, biliary excretion, 260

-MMA, "kit", evaluation, 790*

-MMA, lung perfusion in heart disease, 470*

-MMA, normal lung scans, 476*

-MMA, pulmonary ventilation and perfusion, pediatrics, 419*

-microspheres, arteriovenous shunt in extremities, 357

-microspheres, "functional imaging", lung perfusion, 456*

-microspheres, lung imaging, low energy collimator, 471*

-microspheres, lung scan, formamen ovale, 177

-microspheres, myocardial scanning, 460*

-microspheres, preparation, distribution, 498

-quantitative angiography, 813

-species identification in preparation mixture, 180, 181

-spinal cord angiography, 567

-ventriculo-atrial shunt patency, 423*

-ventriculography, 448*

\textbf{Technetium-99m, DTPA}

-adverse reactions, 232

-analytical analysis, 202

-chemical state of \(^{99m}\text{Tc, 577}\)

-CSF shunt function, 464*

-dynamic flow studies, abdominal pathology, 437*

-GFR, 107

-joint imaging, in children, 367, 466*

-ketones, brain sarcoma and kidney, in mice, 205
Technetium-99m, per technetate
abdominal imaging, post-surgery retained antrum, in dogs, 421*
abdominal pathology, dynamic flow studies, 437*
angiography, carotid body tumor, 640
blood pool scan, amebic pericarditis, 217
bolus injection evaluation, brain, 434*
brain imaging, autofluoroscope, 582
brain imaging, corpus callosum involvement, 510
brain imaging in Rhesus monkeys, 874*
brain imaging, optimum counting time, 881
brain imaging, “rim” sign, 637
brain imaging, vertex view artifact, in child, 393
brain, intracranial tumor detection, compared to "Ga-
citrate, 439*
brain, quantitating cerebral blood flow, 416*
brain, rCBFb in cerebrovascular disease, 135
brain scan, autopsy correlation, 373
brain scan, initial compared to delayed, 131
brain scan, intracranial infection, 451*
brain scan, multiple sclerosis, 845
brain scan, mycotic aneurysm, right middle cerebral
artery, 695
brain scan, negative defect, intracranial teratoma, 122
brain scan, post-craniotomy time effect, 156
brain, serum and scalp distribution, in animals, 458*, 681
brain tomography, 869*
cerebral circulation, digital, computer analysis, 658
cerebral transit, quantitative interpretation, 455*
cisternography, ventriculo-atrial shunt patency, 423*
CSF shunt function, 464*
heart, angiocardiography, congenital disease, 31
heart, coronary arteriography, 435*
heart dynamics, right and left, computer-camera system,
785*
heart, left-to-right cardiac shunt detection, 142
heart, simultaneous transmission-emission scanning, 347
impurities, methyl-ethyl-ketone extraction, 318
joint imaging, in children, 367, 466*
KClO4 blocking, i.v. injection, in dogs, 363
kidney, in vitro transplant evaluation, 422*
kidney, partial renal infarct simulating tumor, 125
kidney, static following dynamic study, 867*
kidney transplant, vascular perfusion, 793
left-to-right shunt quantification, in children, 787*
pericardial tumor compared with pericardial effusion, 697
phantom for scanner evaluation, 865*
portal circulation evaluation, 689
superior vena cava, aneurysm, 227
thyroid carcinoma, metastatic, dynamic studies, 335
thyroid imaging, compared to "I, 411*
thyroid nodule imaging, 504
thyroid scan, compared to "I, 446*
thyroid scan, simultaneous thermic scan, 411*
thyroid uptake, collimator for reducing extrathyroidal
neck activity, 693
thyroid uptake methods, 159
thyroid clearance, scintillation camera, 436*
transmission-emission imaging, heart, mediastinum, 874*
tumor uptake, 321
whole body imaging, scintillation camera, 899
microspheres, lung ventilation and perfusion, computer-
camera system, 933
Technetium-99m, polyphosphate
bone, compared to "F and "Sr, in animals, 462*
bone imaging in children, 412*
bone imaging, neoplastic disease, 413*
bone imaging, non-neoplastic disease, 414*
chemical and biological properties, 427*
distribution compared to "C-labeled, in animals, 472*
distribution, in animals, 455*, 472*, 480*
in vitro optimization, 472*
placenta uptake, in rabbits, 451*
preparation, distribution, imaging, scanning, in animals, 947
preparation, "kit", 470*
preparation, 455*, 472*, 480*
radiation dose, 480*
Technetium-99m, pyrophosphate
bone imaging, 788*
Technetium-99m, sulfur colloid
abdominal mass outline, 219
aerosol, inhalation lung scanning, 872*
adverse reactions, 232
amebic pericarditis, 217
bolus injection, heart studies, 457*
bone marrow assessment, sickle cell disease, 425*
bone marrow imaging, 456*
bone marrow infarct scan, 408*
bone marrow radiation, 793*
hepatic artery and portal vein roles in liver supply, 391
"kit", flocculation due to acid-leached Al, 707
labeling efficiency, 290
liver and spleen uptake during immunization, in animals, 435*
liver disease, differential diagnosis, "Ga and "In, 450*
liver imaging and perfusion with "In, 480*
liver imaging, clinical evaluation, 909
liver imaging, effect of patient position, 873*
liver imaging, in Rhesus monkeys, 874*
liver imaging, pancreas studies, 51
liver imaging, inspiration-expiration, 554
liver imaging, respiration effect, 424*, 437*, 758
liver lesion, increased uptake, 221, 703
liver, orthotopic homotransplant evaluation, 415*
liver scan "hot spot" due to vena caval obstruction, 847
liver, sequential imaging, 475*, 522
liver-spleen imaging, in trauma, 438*
liver-spleen scan, lateral views, 720
liver tomography, 869*
lung-liver image separation in ascites, 249
lymph node imaging, 185
-MAA, thrombosis imaging, 476*
pancreas imaging, subtraction technique, 469*
phosphate buffer flocculation effect, 386
placenta uptake, in rabbits, 451*
preparation, effect of variants, 866*
spleen displacement due to gastric dilatation, 223
spleen, functional asplenia and persistent neutrophilic leu-
cyctosis, 224
spleen size, response to epinephrine, 211, 951
splenic abscess diagnosis, 331
splenic infarction scan, 563
synthesis dynamics, 287
whole body imaging, scintillation camera, 899

Thallium-201
preparation for myocardial scanning, 781*

Therapy
Book Review: Precautions in the Management of Pa-
ents who have Received Therapeutic Amounts of
Radioisotopes, 230
cholesterol, "Pt-cis-dichlorodiammine platinum aid, dis-
tribution in animals, 790*
"I, thyroid cancer, long term followup, 445*
"I, thyroid, scanning followup, 925

Thrombosis
clot uptake of "Tc- and "I-urokinase, in animals, 646
"I-fibrinogen, autologous, rapid preparation, 841
imaging, "Tc-s colloid-MAA, 476*
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Thyroid
absorbed dose calculations, 856
acropathy, "Sr bone scan, 775
autonomous nodules, diagnostic index, 733
cancer, "I therapy, long term followup, 445*
cancer, post-"I therapy scanning followup, 925
carcinoma, "I urinary excretion studies, 434*
carcinoma, lung metastases, "I scan, 850
carcinoma, metastatic, "mTcO4, dynamic study, 335
C2-thiouaricil, placental transfer, fetal distribution, in animals, 148
effective thyroxine ratio test, 874*
FT, test, 868*
"Ga-citrate scans, 196
Grave's disease with functioning nodules, 885
hemangioma or thyroiditis, 129
I ingestion, elevated level, 863*
imaging and ultrasound, nodule evaluation, 504
imaging, comparison "I and "mTcO4, 411*
"I whole body scans, uptake by non-lactating breast, 777
KCIO3 blocking dose for "mTcO4, in dogs, 363
" peg-board " orientation device, 865*
pre-surgery dual label, "I and "mI, autonomous nodules, 738
scanning, comparison of "mTcO4 and "mI, 446*
scan, "mTcO4, simultaneous thermic scan, 411*
scan, whole body "I, colon content, 181
serum free thyroxine test, clinical evaluation, 780*
serum thyroxine as screening test, 416*
serum thyroxine, components of variance in testing, 465*
serum thyroxine test, normalized, 410*
stimulating hormone, effect of I ingestion on response to stimulation, 826
thyroxine, effective thyroxine ratio, 165
Tt serum uptake test, albumin microspheres, 893
Tt assay, procedural alternative, 861*
Tt binding, single load resin method, 2
Tt test, surface adsorbent, 867*
uptake, change in normal levels, 862*
uptake, "I and bread ingestion, 233
uptake, "mI, normal, 548
uptake, "mTcO4, special collimator, 693
uptake methods, "mTcO4, 159
uptake, "mTcO4, scintillation camera, 436*
Thyroxine
assay, procedural alternative, 861*
binding, TBG and TBGA, single load resin method, 2
determination, surface adsorbent test, 867*
effective thyroxine ratio, 165, 874*
FT, test, 868*
normalized serum thyroxine test, 410*
serum, components of variance in testing, 465*
serum free, measurement, "I3, clinical evaluation, 780*
serum, screening test, 416*
Tin
in reduced Tc, chromatography studies, 432*
Tm-113
stannous hydroxide, lung scan, 409*
Tm-117m
-STPP and NaH2PO4 complexes, for bone, distribution in mice, 781*
Toluidine blue
"I-, distribution, in rats, 85
Tomography
liver and brain, "mTc-S colloid, "mTcO4, 869*
Total body
see whole body
Toxicity
adverse reactions to radiopharmaceuticals, 232
"Cr- and "mTc-RBC, agglutination in macroglobulinemia, 397
radiopharmaceutical testing, 396
"mTc-Na-pyrophosphate, 788*
"mTc-organophosphonate for bone, 821
"mTc-penicillamine-acetazolamide complex, in animals, 45
studies, "mTc-albumin microspheres, 498
Transmission
and emission imaging, heart and mediastinal disease, 874*
image separation of lung and liver in ascites, "mTc, 249
of images, telephone system, 379
scanning, mineral content of irregular bones, 13
scanning, simultaneous with emission, pericardial effusion, "mTcO4, 347
Transplant
see Liver: Kidney
Transverse section scanning
see Scanning
Triolein
"I-, absorption test, 252
"I-, liver phagocytic, metabolic and blood flow studies, 300
"mI-, purity and GI absorption, 353
Trytophan
"F-5- and -6-, preparation, distribution in animals, 713
Tumor
adrenal, "I-19-iodocholesterol scan compared to angiography, 410*
bone lesion kinetics of "Ca and "Sr, effect of radiation therapy, 747
brain sarcoma, "Ga-compounds, kinetics, in mice, 443*
brain sarcoma, kinetics of "mTc-, "mIn- and "mYb-DTPA, in mice, 205
brain, "mTcO4, uptake, 321
brain, uptake of "mTc-(SN)DTPA, -Fe-ascorbic acid DTPA and -Fe-ascorbic acid, 832
cancer, radioimmunoassay, carcino embryonic antigen, 788*
carcinoma, beta cell, "mI-iodopropamide, in hamsters, 215
carcinoma, ovarian, "mI-human chorionic gonadotrophin uptake, in animals, 101
carotid body, evaluation with "mTcO4, "Ga, "mI, "Se-
selenomethionine, 640
"Ga-citrate scan, 149 patients, 196
"Ga-citrate scan, microradioaudiography correlation, 452*
"Ga, "mIn, "Se, simultaneous measurement, in mice, 624
"Ga scanning, 25
"Ga scans, normal, 428*
imaging with "mIn-transferrin, 429*
intracranial, detection, "mTcO4 and "Ga-citrate, 439*
intracranial teratoma, negative defect "mTcO4 scan, 122
lesion detection, effect of line spacing and ratemeter averaging, 191
liver, "Ga-citrate, computer-camera system, 667
lymphoma, whole body "Ga distribution, 448*
malignant lymphoma, "Ga scanning, 474*
"N-NH2, in dogs, 274
pericardial, compared with pericardial effusion, 697
Pt-cis-diamminedichloroplatinum, distribution, in animals, 328
"Se-selenomethionine, radiation dose, MIRD pamphlet 9
simulation by partial renal infarct, 125
thyroid cancer, "I therapy, long term followup, 445*
thyroid cancer, post-"I therapy scanning followup, 925
thyroid carcinoma, lung metastases "I scan, 850
thyroid carcinoma, metastatic, dynamic study, 335
Tt
effective thyroxine ratio test, 874*
serum uptake, albumin microspheres, 893
suppression test, autonomous thyroid nodules, 733
Ultrasonography
thyroid nodule evaluation, 504
Urokinase
**Tc** and **I**, blood clot uptake, in animals, 646

Vascular system
see also: Brain, blood flow; Heart, blood flow
central circulation, **Tc-HSA, 477**
clot uptake, **Tc**- and **I**-urokinase, in animals, 646
hepatic artery, portal vein, **Tc-S** colloid supplied to liver, 391
portal circulation evaluation, 689
pulmonary hypertension evaluation, 604
superior vena cava, aneurysm, **TcO2**, camera, 227
thrombosis imaging, **Tc-S** colloid-MAA, 476*
vena caval obstruction as "hot spot" on **Tc-S** colloid liver scan, 847

Ventriculography
**Tc-HSA, in surgical CSF shunt cases, 448**

Whole-body
bone imaging, **F**, camera, pinhole collimator, 862*
counting, **Ga, 25**
imaging, **Ga-citrate, in Rhesus monkeys, 874**
imaging, scintillation camera, 899, 903
neutron activation analysis, calcium in chronic renal disease, 426*
neutron activation analysis, Ca, Na, Cl, P, 487
scan, **I**, colon content, 181
scan, **I**, uptake by non-lactating breast, 777
scan, **Sr** bone, hypertrophic pulmonary osteoarthropathy, 120, 775

Window
multi-, dual radionuclide scanning, **Tc** and **In, 431**

Xenon
washout, eye, capillary and human dynamics, 788*

Xenon-127
production, Brookhaven Linac Isotope Producer, 449*

Xenon-133
activated charcoal trap for exhaled gas, 673
cerebral blood flow, comparison analytical methods, 66

cerebral blood flow, regional, camera, 534

inhalation scanning, 343, 344
in saline, handling, 231
kidney blood flow, 472*
lungs, functional imaging of ventilation, 456*
lungs, regional function, 450*
lungs, regional function in cystic fibrosis, 439*
lungs, regional ventilation, 466*
lungs, ventilation, azygos fissure, 633
lungs, ventilation, bronchial obstruction, 561
lungs, ventilation, camera-computer system, 933
lungs, ventilation, in heart disease, 470*
lungs, ventilation, multiple views, 871*
lungs, ventilation, perfusion, in cystic fibrosis, 473*
lungs, ventilation, perfusion, in infants, 873*
lungs, ventilation, perfusion, pediatrics, 419*
lungs, ventilation, perfusion, **Tc-labeled pollen grains**
inhaled and ingestion, 478*
MTF of three camera collimators, 481*
myocardial blood flow, multichannel magnifying collimator, 414*
regional cerebral blood flow, computer-camera system, 916
washout, kidney transplant evaluation, 793

X-ray
radiation damage to chromosomes, in rats, 479*
**Se, MIRD pamphlet 9**

Ytterbium-169
-chelate, cisternography, relative radiation dose, 468*
-DTPA, cisternography, 73
-DTPA, CSF clearance in meningitis, in dogs, 942
-DTPA, kinetics in brain sarcoma and kidney, in mice, 205
-DTPA, kinetics in cisternography, 442*
-EDTA, kidney transplant, serial imaging, 793

Zinc-65
blood levels during immuniation, in animals, 435*

Zirconium-95
content, **Mo-**Tc generator eluate, 570
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First World Congress of Nuclear Medicine and Biology
September 30—October 5, 1974  Tokyo and Kyoto, Japan

The First World Congress of Nuclear Medicine and Biology will be held in Tokyo and Kyoto, Japan, from September 30 to October 5, 1974, under the auspices of the World Federation of Nuclear Medicine and Biology (WFNMB).

The Congress is the first international event to be organized following the official foundation of WFNMB in Mexico on October 26, 1970. This meeting represents one of the most authoritative scientific projects ever planned in the field of nuclear medicine based on the Foundation Charter of 1970, and similar meetings are to be held every four years.

The Organizing Committee for the Congress is now making extensive preparations and has selected a meeting date that will not conflict with other international congresses in related fields scheduled for that time of year. Since a large number of participants from all over the world are expected, the Organizing Committee would appreciate information from every country on the number of persons who might attend.

A second progress report on the meeting will be mailed out soon. If you have any questions concerning the congress, please contact:

Hideo Ueda, M.D., President
First World Congress
of Nuclear Medicine and Biology
c/o Japanese Society of Nuclear Medicine
The Second Department of Medicine
Faculty of Medicine, University of Tokyo
7-3-1, Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan

Cable Address "WORFEDNUC" Tokyo
Telephone 03-814-0530
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